We know the challenges of running a small business. And we know you’re busy making yours a success. That’s why we offer dental plans that make it easy for you to do well by your employees and your business.

Our Dental Complete plans provide the right mix of coverage choices to meet your needs. And when combined with one of our health plans, they create a whole new level of integrated health solutions that keep your employees healthy from head to toe.

Your time and money are limited, so we work hard to keep plans easy to administer and affordable — offering discount programs and combined administration with our health, vision, life and disability products. And we provide online tools to help your employees stay healthy and make the most of their benefits.

Our dental plans offer you and your employees more convenience, enhanced care, more choices and bigger savings.

It’s good to be small.

You get a 5% small business discount on our dental plans when you purchase dental along with our medical, vision, life and/or disability plans.
More convenience

To us, convenience means making life easier for you. It's simplifying your administrative experience and reducing the time it takes to manage your employees' health plans. It's getting claims paid quickly and accurately, and providing web tools to help you and your employees manage costs and stay healthy.

Combined plan administration

Another small-business perk is combined administration when you purchase our dental plans along with our medical and/or vision plans or our life and disability plans. This means a one-stop solution for your health benefits — one enrollment application, one ID card, one bill and one easy-to-use website for all your plans — and a lot less work for you.

Claims accuracy and customer-focused service

Companies trust us not only for solid benefits, but for service that makes their lives easier. We're committed to providing outstanding service and support. So in addition to your local Account Management team, your employees will also have access to our Customer Service team, which delivers:*

- Average claims paid in less than 2.1 days
- 99.9% financial claim payment accuracy
- 97.5% first-call resolution

Online tools for your employees

Members can search for dentists, look up claims, check benefits and plan details and get replacement ID cards online.

Another small-business perk

Combined administration of dental and medical/vision plans. This means:
- One ID card.
- One bill.
- One easy-to-use website.
- One enrollment application.

Ask a Dental Hygienist

Many of our health plans offer nurse lines for members to call with health questions. Our Ask a Dental Hygienist service allows Dental Complete members to email our team of licensed dental professionals to get free, personalized advice on a variety of dental health topics. This can help members improve their dental health and lower their long-term health costs.

Online cost estimator

Members can make better decisions about their dental care when they understand their treatment options and costs. Our Dental Care Cost Estimator is an easy-to-use, web-based feature that estimates the cost of common dental procedures and treatments when using dentists in the plan.

Enhanced care

Through Anthem Whole Health Connection℠, we're transforming health care by putting members at the center of a team-based, integrated approach to care. Patients and doctors work together in ways they never have before, and our dental and health plans are linked to promote overall health.

Additional dental benefits

For members in our medical Care Management programs, we automatically cover an additional dental cleaning or periodontal maintenance procedure for gum health. This applies to our Care Management programs for:

- Diabetes.
- Pregnancy.
- Heart conditions, such as heart disease and enlarged heart and mitral or aortic valve prolapse.
- Organ or bone marrow transplant.
- Cancer treated with chemotherapy.
- Head or neck cancer treated with chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy.

Care alerts

Through our medical Care Management programs, we send care alerts to members who have certain health conditions. If a member has diabetes, for example, we let the member and his or her primary care doctor know about any special dental care needs caused by the disease.

Dental health and wellness toolkits

We provide tools to help members manage their health conditions, including their dental health. Our Time Well Spent℠ online employer toolkit helps you create a healthy, productive workplace and support your employees' overall well-being.

Online dental health assessment

Using our online dental health assessment, members answer simple questions about their dental health habits. In just a few minutes, they’ll get scores on the health of their teeth and gums, their risk for oral cancer and any treatment needs. Working together, members and dentists can then talk about actions that can lead to better health.
More choices

We offer access to one of the largest dental networks in the nation. And you can customize benefits to build the plan that works best for you and your employees.

Dentists, dentists and more dentists

Because of our large dental preferred provider organization (PPO) network, Dental Complete members can typically go to the dentist they prefer. Dental Complete offers access to a network of more than 125,000 dentists and 336,000 locations.*

Flexibility and the coverage you want

Our small group dental plans are flexible enough to fit your needs. Options include:

- Dental implants
- Composite fillings
- Maximum carryover
- Orthodontic benefits

Plus, all of our plans include our International Emergency Dental Program, which covers members who need emergency dental services when they travel or work abroad.

Bigger savings

Everyone wants to save money. That’s why we offer savings for you and your employees.

Employer savings

You can save 5% on our dental plans if you purchase dental along with our medical, vision, life and/or disability products.

Employee savings

We don’t think your employees should sacrifice quality for affordable care, so we continue to negotiate hard to keep our network discounts high. With Dental Complete, members save an average of 33% on covered dental services.*

For more information on how an Anthem dental plan can work for your small business, visit anthem.com/specialty or contact your producer or Anthem representative.